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Abstract 
We consider the sensitivity of the matrix equations which arise when solving boundary integral equations of negative 
order, specifically in case of the typical example of the operator with logarithmic kernel. The sensitivity isexpressed using 
condition umbers and it turns out that the local condition umber is a very good indicator, in contrast to the ordinary 
condition number, traditionally used. 
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1. Introduction 
When boundary value problems are solved numerically through either differential equations or 
boundary integral equations, there results a matrix equation, say 
Ax = b, (1.1) 
where A is a nonsingular n × n-matrix, while x and b are n-vectors. The sensitivity of this equation 
under perturbations i of importance for estimating the reliability of the computations. The 
traditional way to investigate his problem is by means of the ordinary condition umber Kor~ of the 
matrix A. Results covering the boundary integral equations are available from the studies of the 
general elliptic pseudodifferential equations of the order 09 on curves. In fact, it can be deduced, e.g., 
from [13, 17] for a large variety of numerical methods, that Xord behaves as O(nl°'l), n ---, ~.  For 
example, for the well-studied integral equation with the logarithmic kernel we have ~o = - 1, and 
therefore the growth O(n) of Xord; for a special treatment of this case see [4, 18]. 
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Now, in some connections it has been observed that the ordinary condition umber may be a too 
pessimistic estimator of the sensitivity of the matrix equation, see, e.g., 1,2, 5, 6,1. Thus, in order to 
have more accurate indicators other condition umbers, in particular the local condition umber 
Xloc I-6-1, have been introduced. However, the existing studies with such more precise indicators do 
not cover the case of the integral equations, of which especially those of the first kind are 
traditionally considered to be ill-conditioned. 
The purpose of the present note is therefore to analyze the conditioning of the matrix equations 
which results from boundary integral equations of the first kind. More precisely, we study the 
sensitivity of the solution x under perturbations on b, i.e., the perturbation Ax is related to Ab 
through 
A(x  + Ax) = b + Ab. (1.2) 
We do not specifically consider the effect of perturbations on A. The sensitivity related to (1.2) can 
be characterized by a bound K such that 
II Ax II II Ab I1 
- -  ~< x -  (1 .3 )  
rlxll Ilbll " 
Here and subsequently II • II indicates the 2-norm of the vectors. In (1.3) we can choose .g., x = ~Cord 
or x = X~o¢. The latter indicator, which depends on the given right-hand side b is more accurate, 
actually optimal if an arbitrary perturbation on b is allowed. In a concrete situation one can 
compute the ordinary condition umber and, if the vector b is explicitly given, the local condition 
number as well. 
When considering the matrix equation (1.1) a major goal is to find out in which cases the local 
condition umber can be expected to be significantly smaller than the ordinary condition umber. 
The matrix equation obtained by a particular discretization of an integral equation should reflect 
characteristics of the integral equation, and therefore our investigation of the linear algebraic 
equations has bearings on the integral equation which is the continuous counterpart of the 
problem. Concerning the integral operator we do not aim at the most generality, but consider as 
a typical example, the boundary integral equation with logarithmic kernel 1,8,1. To this equation we 
apply several methods for numerical solution 1,1,3, 14, 151, in order to produce several matrix 
equations (1.1). 
Our investigation shows that almost always there is a remarkable difference between the two 
indicators. For example, having fixed the geometry and letting the number of unknowns increase, 
the behaviour of the local condition umber depends on the smoothness ofthe right-hand side. For 
a smooth function the growth is still linear, but typically the slope is reduced from that of the 
ordinary condition number. If the right-hand side has less smoothness, then the local condition 
number has qualitatively a completely different behavior. For example, for a piecewise smooth 
function on the right-hand side of the integral equation we are able, from our theoretical nalysis, 
to predict he behaviour O(v/-n) for the local condition umber. We emphasize that the qualitative 
behaviour of the condition numbers eems to be highly independent of the particular (standard) 
solution method. This means, e.g., the following: although the matrix and the right-hand side are 
different by using the various methods, the qualitative behaviour of the local condition number 
depends essentially only on the given right-hand side function (in particular on the smoothness 
property of it) rather than on the chosen method. 
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We also study the dependence of the conditioning on the boundary curve of the integral 
equation. Again a significant difference between the behavior of the two condition numbers is 
observed: When the boundary curve approaches the critical curve with the capacity one (where the 
equation is not uniquely solvable) the ordinary condition number grows rapidly while the local 
condition number emains bounded for almost all right-hand sides. 
The above mentioned results are obtained analytically in the case of circles and they are 
confirmed by numerical experiments for other boundary curves. We point out, that our analysis in 
Section 5 can be easily extended to cover more general boundary integral equations of the negative 
order, and (depending on the smoothness properties of the given right-hand side function) a similar 
reduction on the growth of Xloc can be established. 
2. The integral equation 
Consider the first kind integral equation on the smooth closed Jordan curve F, 
(drUr)(X):= - -  u r (y ) ln lx -y lds  r =fr(x), xeF .  (2.1) 
Applying the parametric representation x = x(t), t e ~ of F such that the mapping t ~--~x(t) is 
1-periodic and Ix'(t)l > 0, t ~ R, and introducing the functions u(t):= Ur(x(t))lx'(t)[/(2rO, 
f ( t ) :=fr(x(t) )  we obtain 
f 
l/2 
(~ 'u ) ( t ) :=-2  u(z ) ln lx ( t ) -x (z ) ldz=f ( t  ), te~.  
d-  1/2 
(2.2) 
In the following we consider only uniquely solvable quations (2.2) and therefore assume that the 
capacity o f f  differs from one, cf. [16, 19]. In the special case of a circle F := F,, x(t):= x,(t) = re i2~t, 
the operator d has the Fourier representation 
(du) ( t )  = - 21nra(O) + Y' -u(k)eik2'tt. (2.3) 
Ikl 
We use the decomposition d -- a '° + ~', where d o is the single layer operator (2.3) with the radius 
p := e -(1/2) and ~' is the integral operator with the smooth kernel, 
= f l /2  (~u)(t) u(z)b(t,z)dz, (2.4) 
d-  1/2 
-- 21n Ix(t) - x(z)l 
b(t,z) = ]x°(t) - x°(z)l' 
Ix'(t)l 21n l, 
t -# z (mod 1) 
t=z  (modl). 
(2.5) 
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3. Numer ica l  methods 
Our purpose is to analyze how perturbations on the right-hand side affect he solution of the 
equation, expressed in terms of condition umbers. We carry this sensitivity analysis out for some 
well known numerical methods for solving the integral equation (2.2). A substantial part of the 
practical schemes fall into the following three categories: (i) the spectral methods, where the 
solution is approximated by means of the trigonometric functions, (ii) the spline approximation 
methods, and (iii) the fully discrete quadrature methods, which yield an approximation of the 
solution at some finite number of points. One can say that the spectral methods and the quadrature 
methods represent the two extremes among the variety of the numerical solution methods. For ease 
of presentation we therefore only consider just these extreme cases. 
3.1. Spectral methods 
Here we describe methods where the solution is approximated by means of the trigonometric 
functions ek(t):= e ik2m, k e A, := {k ~ 7/I - in < k ~< ½n}. Let T" be the space consisting of the 
trigonometric functions 
u,(t)= ~ C(kn)e ik2nt, C(kn)~c, (3.1) 
keAn 
and let P, be the projection (P, f ) ( t )= y.k~A.f(k)e ik2~t. Moreover, we introduce the composite 
trapezoidal pproximation ~,  of ~, 
1 E b(t, tl ")) u(tl")), tl ") l/n. (3.2) 
nt . .  = 
We consider the following two variants of the spectral method: the trigonometric Galerkin 
method (TG) and the trigonometric collocation method (TC) [1, 15]. These methods are given by: 
find u. e T" such that 
TG P.du. = P . f  (3.3a) 
TC (~°u.)(t~")) + (~.u.)(t} ")) =f(t~")), j e A., (3.3b) 
It is obvious to use as unknowns the Fourier coefficients c~ ") or the pointwise values u(k ") = u.(t~ ")) of 
the trigonometric function u.. They are related to each other by the relations, 
c~"' 1 Z . (n) _ijk2r~/n U(n) (n) ijk2rc/. u~ ~ , = Z (3.4) =--  Cj e . 
n j~An jeAn 
3.1.1. Fourier coefficients 
Using the Fourier coefficients C~k ")of U, as unknowns, we write the corresponding matrix equation 
in the form 
=f("), (3.5) 
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where A (n) t,,(n)~ c(n) [~(n)~T te(n) [ f (n) '~T = I," jk ), = ~,Ck ]k~An, J = t J j  )j~A.. For the TG method we have 
f 
U2 
~(n) fin) -jk = (~ek) (z )e i ( z )dz ,  j j  = f ( j ) ,  (3.6) 
, ) -  1/2 
while for the TC method it holds 
eik2nt~ "1
a~]) - ]k] + 1 ~ b(t~.) ' tl,))eik2~,l., ' f),) tt,) ) =f (  j . (3.7) 
n leAn 
For the above cases, Eq. (3.5) becomes uniquely solvable, if n is large enough. Moreover, they have 
excellent convergence property if the function u is smooth [1, 15]. 
3.1.2. Pointwise values 
Using the pointwise values U(k ") of U, as unknowns, we write the corresponding matrix equation in 
the form 
,~'(,) ut.) = ft,), (3.8) 
where $(") (a~)), u(n) , (n)xT f (n )  (~e(n)'~T = = (Uk)k~a,, = Wj q~A,. For the TC method we have the coefficient 
matrix with the entries 
,~(n) 1 _ 1 i/2r~,tl.) tl.,) 1 
=-  ~ - -e  " - '  +n  b(t~")' t(k"))' 
'~jk nz~A. ill 
(3.9) 
and the right-hand side is the same as in (3.7). 
Concerning the conditioning both alternatives (3.7) and (3.9) are equivalent. This is due to the 
fact that the coefficient matrices ,T ") and A t") are related to each other by a unitary matrix, so that 
the condition numbers of A t") and A t") coincide. 
3.2. Quadrature method 
Here we describe a solution method where the unknowns are the pointwise values of the 
unknown function at some boundary points, such that the integral is replaced by a quadrature rule 
using these points. 
This method, called the modified quadrature method (MQ) was introduced by Christiansen [-3] 
and analyzed by Saranen [14]. It uses subtraction of the singularity in the kernel together with the 
trapezoidal approximation of the integral and requires collocation at the integration odes A") For 
the unknowns u j (,) ~_ u(t~ )) one obtains in this way the equations [14] 
1 ~ k(t~),,(.)~, t.) 1 ~k J~'j + -- Z k( t~ ), t~"))(U(k") -- U(")) = rtt(")i -- 1 J~  J ~, J 6A . ,  (3 .10)  
k~An l'~ kEAn 
k~j  
where k(t,  z) = - 2 In Ix(t) - x(z)l. For the corresponding matrix equation 
A(")u(") = f("), (3.11) 
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where A (n) , (n)~ u(n) z (n)xT f (n)  [ t'( t(n)l'~ T= ta jk  ), = tU j  ]jeAn, = ~JI j I]j~An, then the matrix A (") has the entries 
a~") 21nix(t}")) - x(t~"))l, k # j ,  jk  = - -  
n 
(3.12) 
21n k=j. 
ujj - n \ 2nn ' 
The convenient form of the diagonal elements in (3.12) is not given in [14]. It can, however, be 
derived from [14, Eq. (2.12)] by elementary manipulations. It could also be derived from [3, 
Eq. (19b)] by a lengthy limiting process. 
4. Condition numbers 
The approximate methods presented in Section 3 all lead to a linear system of the form (1.1) for 
which we will investigate the sensitivity in the form (1.2) and (1.3). 
We use the singular value decomposition (SVD) of A, which is a decomposition i  the form, cf., 
e.g., [7, Section 2.5] and [11] 
tl 
A = Z a~u~vf, (4.1) 
j=t  
where o1 ~> o2/> ... /> o-, > 0 are the singular values of A, while the orthonormal vectors u i and vj 
are the left and the right singular vectors of A, and v~ denotes the Hermitean transpose of v i. 
Having the SVD of A available, the right-hand side of (1.1) is expressed as b -- 2i=1" flju~, where the 
coefficients flj are given by the complex inner-product, fl~ = u~b. In particular 
,[b[, = (~ ,/~,2) 1/2. (4.2) 
j= l  
The sensitivity is characterized by means of two condition numbers which may enter (1.3): 
(1) The usual ordinary condition number 
~ord ---- K(A) = Ila I[ IIh -1 It = crl/~., (4.3) 
which is the best possible bound when b and Ab are arbitrary. 
(2) The local condition number [6] (or natural condition number [12]) 
xloc = X~oc(A, b) = IIA - 1 II (11 b II/[Ix II) (4.4a) 
can also be expressed using I[A-1 II = a, -1 as 
[ l~x l  = + ... + It~.12] 1/2 
Xlo~ = Xlo¢(A,b) = a,[aX2[f l l l  2 + ... + a;2[fl,1211/2 (4.4b) 
which is the best possible bound when b is fixed, but Ab is arbitrary. 
The two condition numbers above are related to each other as 
1 ~< K,oo(A,0) ~ K(A), (4.5) 
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where a strict inequality may occur at each of the relations. It is worth mentioning that the above 
condition numbers are not affected by (essentially) unitary transformations. To be more precise, let 
M = cW with a unitary n x n-matrix W and a non-zero complex number c. Then one can easily 
derive the relations to(AM) = ~(A), Xloc(AM, b ) = tqo~(A,b ).
5. Analytical investigation 
5.1. Spectral properties 
Here we investigate the condition numbers of the matrices derived from the numerical methods 
introduced in Section 3, and we confine ourselves to the case of a circle F,, with radius r. In this case 
the coefficient matrix A (") has the complete spectral representation 
A(")x'") = Z 2~ ")xk~(")ek, -(") x (") = ~ ~*e(")"(")"k (5.1) 
kEA. keAn 
with the eigenvalues )~"), k e A. and the corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors e~ "). The coeffi- 
cient matrices A (") introduced in Section 3 are of the following types: 
(i) TG method: matrix (3.6) is diagonal, 
(ii) TC method (assuming pointwise values): matrix (3.9) is symmetric and circulant, 
(iii) MQ method: matrix (3.12) is symmetric and circulant. 
For these three matrices the spectral representation (5.1) closely inherits the properties of the 
continuous operator d :  the eigenvalues )~(k ") coincide, (i) and (ii), with the eigenvalues /~k of the 
operator d or they approach, (iii), to the values 2k when n ~ oe. Moreover, the eigenvectors 
e(k ") are the natural (normalized) counterparts of the exponential functions ek(t). The spectral 
represenation is as follows: 
(i) TG method: 
Eigenvalues: 2~o ") = - 2 In r, 2~,) 1 Ikl' 
Eigenvectors: e~ ") 6 T =( kj)j~a,, k e A.. 
(ii) TC method: 
Eigenvalues: 2~o ") = - 2 In r, 2~,) 1 Ikl' 
Eigenvectors: e~ ") = ~-~nn(ek(t~")))ra,, 
(iii) MQ method: 
keA. .  
Ovs keA, ,  (5.2a) 
(5.2b) 
1 21n2 
Eigenvalues: 2t0 ")= - 21nr, [k-~ < 2tk"' ~< IIK'~----7-' 
Eigenvectors: etk ") = --~n(ek(t~)))T~,, k ~ A.. 
0 ¢- k e A,, (5.3a) 
O#keA, ,  
(5.3b) 
(5.4a) 
(5.4b) 
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Moreover, for the latter method we have 
2~ n) = 2~)k, if k, - k e A,, (5.4c) 
21n2 21n2 
2 In 2 ~> 2tl ") > ... > 2.~ 1>- - ,  2(,," ) - , 
m m 
if n = 2m, (5.4d) 
which can be derived from [14], formulae (4.9)-(4.14). 
5.2. Ordinary condition number 
Next we turn to the analysis of the conditioning of the three matrices mentioned above. From the 
spectral representation (5.1) we have 
[[ht,)lj = max l2tk,) [, II(A(,))_ll [ _ I (5.5) 
k~a. min 12~")1' 
k~An 
max 12~k")l 
k~An 
~c(A(")) = min [2~")1 "
k~An 
(5.6) 
In order to avoid some minor details, we fix the number n to be even, n = 2m, in what follows. We 
have 
max( l /2,  Iln r I) matrices (i) and (ii), (5.7a) 
x(A~")) = min(1/n, Iln r l ) '  
max( 1/2, [In r I) matrix (iii). (5.7b) 
x(A(")) = min((2/n)In 2, Iln r[)' 
The above results show that the ordinary condition number depends on the order, n, of the matrix, 
and on the geometry, which here is expressed through the radius, r, of the circle. The dependence on 
n is in accordance with general results for this type of equations, while the dependence on r is 
a feature of the particular equation in question. It is seen that the ordinary condition umber tends 
rapidly to infinity if r approaches the critical value r = 1, and tends to infinity also when r ~ 0, ~.  
We do not investigate the geometrical dependence of the ordinary condition number any further 
here, but illustrate it by some numerical examples in Section 6. When the radius r = 2, we have for 
the ordinary condition number: 
x(A ~")) = n In 2, spectral methods, matrices (i) and (ii), (5.8a) 
/I 
x(A ~"~) = ~, modified quadrature method, matrix (iii). (5.8b) 
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5.3. Local condition number; fixed radius 
Consider the local condition number 
x,o¢(A¢,),f¢,)) = Ir f¢") II l[ (A~")) -~ I[. 
II x IL 
In this section we fix r = 2, and study the dependence on n ( = 2m). There holds 
2 
II (A~")) - 111 = - ,  matrices (i) and (ii), 
n 
(5.9) 
(5.10a) 
41n2 
II - 1 [I - , matrix (iii). (5.10b) 
n 
Our aim is to describe how the local condition umber depends on the smoothness and oscillation 
properties of the given right-hand side f of the continuous problem. To this end we first calculate 
the local condition number for some special choices of f. 
5.3.1. Eigenfunctions of d 
Let f ( t ) :=fp(t)=-e ip2rtt, p E A, be the given right-hand side in (2.2). Then the corresponding 
right-hand side f~") in Eqs.(3.5), (3.8) and (3.11) is an eigenvector of A ~") and we have 
x ~") = 1/(2~"~)f~ "), which gives 
X,o¢(A¢"),f~ ")) = 12~p")[ I, p e A.. (5.11) 
If p = 0, the local condition number coincides with the ordinary condition umber. For the other 
values we obtain for the spectral methods (matrices (i) and (ii)) 
n (5.12a) 
KI°¢(A~")'f~P")) = 2 IPI' 
and for the modified quadrature method (matrix (iii)) 
n <<. Xloc(A¢,),f~p,)) <. ln2 n .  (5.12b) 
2lpl [pl 
The above results still hold, if the function fp is replaced by other eigenfunctions, for example 
cos(p2r~t) or sin(p2rct), corresponding to the eigenvalue 2p = ,~._p = 1/IPl. 
To conclude, we have found that the local condition number xlo¢(A("),f ~")) varies between the 
two extremes, x(A ~")) and the value 1. The smallest value, viz. 1, appears when the right-hand side 
comes from the most oscillating function and the largest value, viz. x(A~")), is approached when the 
given function f is slowly varying. 
5.3.2. General functions 
When n increases the ordinary condition number x(A t">) behaves as O(n). Next we study the 
asymptotic behavior of the local condition umber by using the spectral representation (5.1). Later, 
we will explain how these results are to be interpreted in terms of the continuous problem (2.2). 
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The asymptotic behavior of X~o~(At"),f ~")) depends on the distribution of the discrete 
Fourier coefficients f^~"), k e A,, corresponding to the eigenvectors e~ "). Assume that 
Vn ~(n) Vn Co~-~<~ Jk [<~C,~k-(i, O#kGA,,, (5.13) 
for some e >f 0, v, > 0 with generic onstants Co, c~ > 0. Since 
CO C1 
we easily derive 
COV2n Z [k[ -2~< I[/(n) l] 2 <~clv2n Z [k[ -2~', 
keAn keAn 
CoVZ, E Ikl z -z=~ {Ix<")ll z ~cxv2, E Ikl z-z~', 
keAn k~An 
where [k[ = max { 1, [k[}. Now we use the simple estimates 
con"+l <~ i kU <<- Cl nu+l, I~ > -1 ,  neN, 
k=l 
" 1 
colnn~< ~l~<c l lnn ,  neN,  
k- 
where Co = Co(p), cl = c1(/~). These estimates together with (5.15) yield 
Co ~< If/~"~ll c~ 
-2 ~-~,  0~<~<½, 
In n II f(")II In n 
CO ~ ~. C I __  ' ~ i n ~ n =2~ 
11 fin)II 
con=-I~/:> <~ ~ ~ cin "-~/~, ½ < ~ < ~, 
Co IIf"~ll c, 
l.--~ ~< ~ ~ 1--~, ~=~. 
Hence, we obtain for the local condition number the asymptotic behavior 
(5.14) 
(5 .15a)  
(5.15b) 
(5.16a) 
(5.16b) 
(5.17a) 
(5.17b) 
(5.17c) 
(5.17d) 
t 
' 0 (1 ) ,  0 ~< ~ < ½, 
0(ln n), ~ = ½, 
~qoc(A("),f(")) = 0(n ~- 1/2), ½ < ~ < ~2, (5.18) 
l~(n [lnnl-1), ~=~.  
Here the notation 0(. ) means that we have both an upper bound and a lower bound similar to the 
estimates (5.17). We note that (5.13) can be weakened in an obvious way such that the result (5.18) 
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still holds; it is namely sufficient o assume that the lower estimate in (5.13) is valid only for 
"sufficiently many" indices k e A,. However, we do not want to formalize this observation any 
further, but refer to Section 5.5, Example 5.3 given below. 
5.3.3. The continuous problem 
Recall the relation between the Fourier coefficients f (k)  and f^ tk"). We have 
f~") =f(k), TG method, (5.19a) 
ftk") x//~(Q~'f)(k), TC and MQ method. (5.19b) 
Here Q, is the trigonometric nterpolation operator such that 
(Q,f)  (") ( t j )  =f(t}")), j ~ A,. (5.20) 
By (5.19a) we find that if the Fourier coefficients f (k) satisfy 
Co Cl 
ikl ~ ~< I/(k)l ~< I-~' k ~ 0, (5.21) 
then (5.13) holds with v, = 1 or v, = x//-£. Thus the local condition number satisfies the growth 
estimates (5.18) for the TG method. 
Let us now turn to the case (5.19b) of the TC and MQ methods. First we observe that the natural 
assumption, when applying collocation on the right-hand side, is the continuity of the function f, 
which imposes the additional requirement ~ > 1 for the functions atisfying (5.21). Thus we would 
anticipate the reduction (5.18) on the asymptotic behavior of the local condition number just for 
the values 1 < 0( ~< 3. Indeed, this can be shown by using the formula for the Fourier coefficients of 
the trigonometric nterpolation, 
(O_.f)(k) = E f(k + vn). (5.22) 
v~Z 
which (by a lengthy calculation) yields for the TC and MQ methods, 
IfL"~l <~ clx/~l-~, k~A., (5.23a) 
1 
IJ]("'l >/Cox/~]-~, Ikl ~< c.n, k e A,. (5.23b) 
Now, these estimates are sufficient o give the upper bounds (5.19) for 1 < ~ ~< 3 
5.4. Local condition number; dependence on the radius 
Here we illustrate the behavior of the local condition umber for a fixed number n = 2m, when 
the radius r approaches the critical value r -- 1, or, when r ~ 0, ~.  We confine ourselves just to the 
case of the spectral methods. Letting f (t)  = Y4~A,~jf~(t) be a given right-hand side, we obtain 
xloc(A(.),f(.)) = (ES=* I/7~12) */2 (5.24) 
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If the radius r is sufficiently near the critical value r = 1 (more precisely, when e- 1/2m <~. r <~ e1/2"), 
we have 
tqoc(A¢"),f ("') = (1/~°12 + ~°¢J~a"l~Jl2)l/2 (5.25) 
(l~ol 2 + 411nrl 2 Y~o #jeA.j 2 I~[j12) 1/2" 
Accordingly, the local condition number emains bounded when r --, 1, except for the case/~0 = 0. 
Concerning the other limits r ~ 0, 00, we have, if r ~ e-  1/2, or r/> e 1/2, 
Xlo¢ (At"),f ~")) = m (~jeAn IJ~j I 2 )1/2 (5.26) 
(2 Iln rl) -21¢7012 + 20 ~ i~A,J z 1~12) 1/2" 
Hence, we conclude that the local condition number emains bounded for r ~ 0, ~ ,  unless ~j = 0, 
O #j6A, ,  flo # O. 
5.5. Analytical examples 
Here we apply the previous results to some concrete choices of the right-hand side f in  (2.2). The 
behavior for I kl ---, ~ of the Fourier coefficients f (k )  is connected with the smoothness properties 
of the function f. For example, if f i s  arbitrarily smooth the Fourier coefficients vanish faster than 
any power of [k[, when k ~ ~.  In terms of the assumption f (k )  ,,~ [k[ -~ applied above, a small 
value of ~ means that the function f is nonsmooth, which in turn is reflected in the asymptotic 
growth of the local condition number as shown in (5.18). 
Example 5.1. Assume that the function f = fit° is the 1-periodic Dirac distribution corresponding 
to the point to. With this right-hand side we can use only the TG method. From 
~to(k) ------ e -ik2rtt°, (5.27) 
we obtain that the local condition number remains bounded when n ~ oo. 
Example 5.2. Consider the case where the function f =fro has a logarithmic singularity at the point 
to such that 
fo(t)  = lnlsin(n(t - to))[ = - In2 1 Z eik21t(t-t°) 
-- 2k~0 Ikl (5.28) 
NOW the assumption (5.21) is valid for ~ = 1 and we obtain (TG method) 
CO nl/2 <~ Xlo¢(At"),f ~")) <~ Cl nl/2. (5.29) 
One easily sees that this result remains valid for the more general right-hand side f = afro + #, 
where a is a nonzero constant and # is a smooth function. 
Example 5.3. This example demonstrates the behavior of the local condition number for piecewise 
smooth discontinuous functions. We consider the function 
0, -½<t<O,  
f ( t )=  1, O<t<½.  (5.30) 
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The Fourier coefficients are 
J k) = 
sin(kn/2)e-ik~/z, k v ~ O, 
kn 
1 ~, k=0.  
(5.31) 
Now, the propertyA(5.21 ) is valid for ~ = 1 with the modification that the lower estimate is true only 
for odd integers ( f (k )  = O, k even, k ~ 0), and one easily sees that the result (5.18) still holds, which 
again gives (5.29). For piecewise constant functions one can apply also the trigonometric collo- 
cation and the quadrature methods by taking the mean value of the left and right limit off(t)  at the 
discontinuity points. With this convention one can show the estimate (5.29) also for the TC and the 
MQ methods. 
6. Numerical examples 
As boundary curves, F, we consider ellipses with semiaxes a and b, and with the axis ratio e = b/a 
kept fixed. The integral equation (2.2) ceases to have a unique solution when the capacity of F is 
equal to one. For an ellipse with semiaxes a and b the capacity is equal to the mean semiaxis 
d = (a + b)/2 [9, p. 172], and it is therefore convenient to express the geometry of F by means of d. 
Thus we consider the ellipses FE having the parametric expression (in complex form) 
2d 
= - - (cos (2nt )  + i~sin(2nt)); 0 ~< t ~< 1, 0 < e ~< 1, d > 0. (6.1) rE: z(t) l + e 
In constructing the linear systems indicated below the points on F = FE are chosen with equidistant 
spacing in t including the point t = 0. We consider the linear systems for the following three 
methods: 
(1) the TC method in terms of Fourier coefficients, TC/FC, with a complex and non-Hermitean 
matrix (3.7), 
(2) the TC method in terms of pointwise values, TC/PV, with a symmetric matrix having zero 
imaginary part (3.9), 
(3) the MQ method with a real and symmetric matrix (3.12). 
When a matrix has been constructed the singular value decomposition of this matrix is carried 
out numerically, using I-11] for the cases (1) and (2), and [10] for the case (3), and the condition 
numbers, boor dand K~o~, are computed. 
Because the right-hand side vector is derived from pointwise values of the prescribed known 
function, therefore, Example 5.3, having a piecewise smooth discontinuous function, is also of 
interest here. The function (5.30) is mimicked by a vector with the discontinuities placed at the 
sampling points, where the mean function value is prescribed as the value of the vector component. 
Therefore the vector 
b = [0,. . . ,0,½,1,. . . ,  1,½]T (6.2) 
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for the linear systems: top row: TC/PV, bottom row: MQ. Right-hand side for the linear systems: left column: b from (6.2), 
right column: b from (6.3) with a4 = 1.0. 
is used as the right-hand side in several experiments. Furthermore, in order to mimic the results 
of Section 5.3.1, a right-hand side vector b is constructed by sampling a trigonometric function 
of the form 
f ( t )  = ao + al  cos(2r~t) + bl sin(2rct) + ..-, (6.3) 
for suitable values of the coefficients. 
We have carried out many experiments in order to elucidate how the condition umbers Xord, 
and Xlo¢ depend on the size of the ellipses, and on the order of the matrices computed for the three 
methods in question. As already known (cf. Section 4), 1 ~< Xlo¢ ~< Xord, where an equality may 
occur. Our experiments confirm these relations. It turns out that the qualitative behaviour of the 
condition numbers only depends lightly on e, at least for e/> 0.5. Therefore we solely present 
results for e = 0.5. As mentioned at the end of Section 3.1.2 the various condition umbers for the 
TC method are the same irrespective of whether the variant TC/FC or TC/PV is used. Our 
experiments confirm this statement. Therefore we do not present results from TC/FC-version. In 
the following we study the dependence on n, Example 6.1, and the dependence on d, Example 6.2. 
Example 6.1. We compute/£ord and tqoc for n = 4(1)64, with d = 2.0. Results for the right-hand side 
vector b given by (6.2) and for b derived from (6.3) with a4 = 1.0 and the remaining coefficients zero, 
are shown in Fig. 1 as functions of n. 
The results in Fig. 1 show that the principal behaviour of the condition umbers is independent 
of the method used. We observe that /£ord increases trongly with n, in constrast o Xloc, the 
behaviour of which depends on the right-hand side vector b. In particular the growth O (n 1/2) of Xlo¢ 
for b coming from a discontinuous right-hand side function, is clearly seen. 
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shown as functions of d. Solution method for the linear systems: MQ. Right-hand side for the linear systems: left figure: 
b from (6.2), right figure: b from (6.3) with al = 1.0. 
Example 6.2. We compute /£ord and X~oc, now using only the MQ-method, for 0 < d ~< 2, with 
n = 8. Results for the right-hand side vector b given by (6.2) and for b derived from (6.3) with 
al = 1.0 and the remaining coefficients zero, are shown in Fig. 2, as functions of d. 
We observe that Xord grows rapidly, when d approaches the critical value 1, or tends to zero. On 
the other hand, X~oc has quite a different behaviour, which depends on b. For the vector b in (6.2) K~o¢ 
is bounded, while for b derived from (6.3) Xlo¢ has the same behaviour as Xord in the neighbourhood 
of the critical value, but remains bounded when d ~ 0. This is in accordance with Section 5.4, in 
particular for b in (6.2) since the mean value and also some other Fourier coefficients of the 
discontinuous function (5.30) are non-zero. 
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